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Abstract

We concentrate in this paper on Asian options. As defined, the va-
lue of those options depends on the average I =

∫ T
0 Sudu of the price of

underlying during all the life of the option. This price is written in inte-
gral form, from where the benefits to use Monte Carlo method (MC ) to
evaluate it. MC techniques have proved to be flexible, robust and easily
computed. But on other side, MC require a big number of calculations.
So, we turn it on parallel machine to reduce time execution. As known,
results obtained by this method depends on the quality of the under-
lying pseudo-random number generator PRNG. In [17] we considered the
standard C generator to compute algorithms (sequential and parallel).
This generator gives good results for the three examples cited, but in
higher number of iteration, it’s become uncontrolled. We consider here a
modified LCG, and in parallel algorithm, we use a splitting approach to
produce independent sub-sequences. To evaluate Asian option, in prefe-
rence to Euler scheme, we present a higher MC algorithm, based on the
Trapezium schema [5]. Finally, we turn to an application of some Asian
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calls and compare calculus to existing results. To assume communica-
tions between processors, we use the MPI (Message Passing Interface)
library, which offers predefined routines for the inter-processors commu-
nication (MPI _Send, MPI _Receive,· · · ).

Keywords: Pseudo random numbers, Asian Options, Black and Scholes
model, MC method, Parallel computing, Message Passing Interface(MPI)

1 Introduction

Asian options have more complicated pay-off function f than standard Eu-
ropean ones. It’s related directly to the average "I =

∫ T

0
Sudu" of the price

of underlying, during all the life of the option (they are Path-depend). The
difficulty, is that the variate I does not follow a simulable law ([5]). Practically
there is not deterministic form for the price of Asian options. Which implies
the recourse to numerical methods. Various approaches were developed ([5]).
The analytical methods: it consider the price of asian option as Fourier trans-
form of a determined function, the article of Geman and Yor (1993) ([8]) and
the article of Fu, Madan and Wang ([13]) are references for this approach.
Numerical analysis method which uses Feynman-Kac formula to consider the
price as solution of a partial derivative equation PDE, on two variables, whose
boundary conditions depend on the type of option considered, see [16] for more
details. Work of Rogers and Shi ([12]) generalize the equation obtained in [16]
and gives the price as solution of a partial derivative equation in only one di-
mension, in a special case of Asian option. Binomial trees which are based on
the general model given by Cox, Ross and Rubinstein ([9]).
MC method was introduced into the field of pricing options by P.P.Boyle ([15]).
It consists in approaching the price of an Asian option in its integral form, with
the unbiased estimate given by the theorem of "the great numbers low". It’s
flexibility with high dimension problems, have significant advantages compa-
red to the other methods: trees, analytical and numerical analysis. In order
to approach the price of Asian options, We consider the Trapezium scheme
described in [5, 2]. This approximation requires a significant number of simu-
lations, from where advantage of the parallel machines.
We present in this work a parallel algorithm for Trapezium scheme, with goal
to improve the execution time of MC method. We developed a portable C
script on a parallel machine under MPI environment . To study its effective-
ness, we compare it to a sequential one.
This paper is organized in three sections. In the first one, we briefly introduce
the MC method applied to Asian options and present pseudo random numbers
generating method, followed for sequential and parallel cases, and present the
discretization scheme used to evaluate Asian option price. In the second one
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we expose sequential and parallel algorithms computed for this scheme, and
we compare numerical results obtained to those in literature. We conclude in
the last section.

2 M C Method for Asian options

2.1 Financial Field

We consider an asian option on two stocks: risked stock, which price is denoted
St, and the risk-free stock which price is denoted S0

t . We work on a Black
and Scholes model, with risk neutral probability. Let (Bt)0≤t≤T a standard
Brownian motion built on a probabilized space (Ω,F ,P) , and (Ft)0≤t≤T its
natural filtration. St follows the following SDE :

dSt = St(µdt+ σdBt) (1)

with expected return µ and volatility σ. And S0
t follows the ordinary differential

equation :

dS0
t = rS0

t dt, (2)

where r denote the risk-free rate of interest for an investment maturing at time
T . For those conditions, the process Wt = Bt+

µ−r
σ
t is a Brownian motion and

the discounted exercise values are martingales ([4]). We can thus write (1) in
the following form:

dSt = St(rdt+ σdWt) (3)

whose explicit solution is given in [4] by :

St = S0exp

(
(r − σ2

2
)t+ σWt

)
, (4)

where S0 is the price of underlying at the moment t = 0 (without loss of
generality we took T0 = 0). In the Black and Scholes model, the price of the
option is written in the form [4]:

V = e−r(T )E∗(f(I)) , (5)

where E∗ denote the expectation according to risk neutral mesure.
The representation of Asian option price as an expectation, naturally provides
a way to evaluate it via MC simulation.
We remind, in case of asian option, that f(I) = (I − K)+ where K is the
strike, and X+ is the positive part of X.
In the next we will work on an fixed strike asian call option with maturity T .
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2.2 M C Method

As known, M C method is based on the " Large Numbers Theorem" and "the
central limit theorem". The first one gives an unbiased estimate of E(X1),
where (Xi)1≤i≤M is an IID sequence, in the form:

X̄M =
1

M

M∑
i=0

Xi ,

And with the second one, we can obtain confidence interval containing E(X1)
at 95% [17]. For asian option, in order to calculate the price it is necessary
to approach f(I), so simulate I. We thus will discretize in time the integral
I. We subdivide the interval [0, T ] out of N pieces, with a step h = T

N
and

points of approximation ti = ih for i = 1, ..., N. As mentioned in [17], in case
of Asian option, St can be simulated exactly at the points ti by the expression
(4). Let’s denote Si the approximation of St at the point ti and M the number
of MC simulations.

2.3 Pseud-Random Number Generators

2.3.1 Sequential case

Generating random numbers using computers is a difficult task. There are
many studies relating to this subject. A general survey have been carried out
in [3]. In literature, the most common PRNG used is Linear Congruential
Generator LCG. It is based on recurrence :

Xn = (a×Xn−1 + c) mod(m)

where m > 0 is the modulus, a > 0 is the multiplier, c is the additive constant
and X0 is the seed. It is denoted LCG(m,a,c,X0). This produce numbers dis-
tributed in (0,m) and to obtain numbers in (0, 1) one need to divides these
numbers by m. The LCG generator, in better way, cycle after m steps. In our
algorithm, we take the parameter c as equal to 0, such generator is commonly
called multiplicative linear congruential generator and denoted MLCG. The
choice of LCG’s parameters, is not easy, so the parameters must verify neces-
sary conditions cited in Knuth Theorem [3]. In C programming language the
LCG is defined as the minimal standard generator, it known as LCG(231 − 1,
16807,0,1). In [17] the simulation of random numbers was based on this ge-
nerator. When evaluating asian calls, the results obtained were fairly well.
We nonetheless expect to show that for higher iteration numbers (more than
10000), this generator produce spurious results. So, in this work we also use a
C script, but to improve the pseudo random numbers generation we will take
the MAPLE generator parameters defined as:
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• The modulus M is equal to m = 1048 − 11

• The multiplier a is equal to a = 427419669081

• the additive constant c is equal to c = 0

Comparing to LCG(231 − 1,16807,0,1), this generator gives better results
when evaluating securities examples cited in numerical results section, also in
higher iteration as shown in Table (4).

2.3.2 Parallel case

Generating random numbers on parallel machine is not as good as serial case.
The batches produced by different processors could be correlated. Therefore,
a parallel pseudo random numbers generator (PPRNG) must have same qua-
lities as sequential one. Moreover, a PPRNG should also generate the same
stream of pseudo-random sequences for every number of processors, without
increasing inter-processor communication. For a general review on PPRNG,
and additional properties it’s should have, see [11]. To produce same sequences
for every numbers of processors p with p ≥ 1, we describe the relation connec-
ting the sequential sequence (X(j, i))j=0,1,··· ,M−1

i=0,1,··· ,N−1 and the parallel sub-sequences

(X(k)(j, i))
j=0,1,··· ,M

p
−1

i=0,1,··· ,N−1 with k = 0, 1, · · · , p− 1 as follows:
for the processor k, we allocate the subsequence (X(k))(k=0,1,··· ,p−1) such as:

X(k)(j, 0) = X(kM
p
+ j, 0)

X(k)(j, i) = a×X(k)(j, i− 1) mod(m)

X(k)(j, i) = X(kM
p
+ j, i)

with k = 0, 1, · · · , p− 1, i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 and j = 0, 1, · · · , M
p
− 1.

Following the technique defined higher, we obtain a sequence generated on
processor Pk (where k = 0, 1, · · · , p− 1) like:

Table 1: Subsequence X(k) generated on processor Pk
X(k×M

p
, 0) X(k×M

p
, 1) · · · X(k×M

p
, N − 1)

X(k×M
p

+ 1, 0) X(k×M
p

+ 1, 1) · · · X(k×M
p

+ 1, N − 1)
...

...
...

...
X( (k+1)×M

p
− 1, 0) X( (k+1)×M

p
− 1, 1) · · · X( (k+1)×M

p
− 1, N − 1)


We remind that notations begin from zero, according to C language norms.
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2.4 Trapezium Scheme

To approach price of asian option we use the trapezium scheme described in
[2] and [5]:

Itra =
h

T

N−1∑
i=0

Si

(
1 +

rh

2
+ σ

(Wi+1 −Wi)

2

)
(6)

This scheme correspond to a trapezoidal method, and it’s in O( 1
N3 ) order

[5]. We carry out M MC simulations of the scheme (6), which gives us an
expression to approach V on the form:

VE =
e−rT

M

M−1∑
j=1

((Itra)j −K)+ . (7)

In order to calculate St, we firstly calculate a simulation of brownian motion
(Wt). (Wt)(0≤t≤T ) is characterized by independent increases, and Wt − Ws

follows a Gaussian law N (0, t−s). So, to approach a brownian motion we just
calculate a variable which follow a Gaussian law.

3 Numerical Algorithms

3.1 Sequential Algorithm

In (7) we have discretized form of the price in the form:

VE = e−r(T−t)

M−1∑
j=0

CF (j)(T )

M
, (8)

with M the number of MC simulations, and

CF (j)(T ) = ((Itra)j −K)+ (9)

where

(Itra)j =
h

T

N−1∑
i=0

Si

(
1 +

rh

2
+ σ

(Wi+1 −Wi)

2

)
the average of underlying prices at the j − th iteration, and N the number
of time discretization. We thus have two loops of iteration, a MC loop (j =
0, 1, 2, · · · ,M − 1), and the discretization of time loop (i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1).
At the points ti = ih for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1, following the method described
in [17], we have a descritized form of (4) as:

Si+1 = Si exp

(
(r − σ2

2
)h+ σVi

)
, (10)
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where V is a reduced centered normal law variate(N (0, 1)).
To simulate such variate we use the Box-Muller method, which consists, star-
ting from two random variables X and Y which follow a uniform law U(0, 1),
the random variable V defined by:

V =
√

−2 ln(X) sin(2πY ) ; (11)

is a reduced centered normal law N (0, 1) (see ([10])).
In this paper we add a method to asses confidence interval, this task does not
exist in the previous algorithm described in [17]. To obtain such intervals , we
apply the central limit theorem to the variate:

Xj = exp(−rT )f((Itra)j) = exp(−rT )((Itra)j −K)+ (12)

which is a simulation at the jth iteration of exp(−rT )f(I) (in the MC loop).
Sequential algorithm is as follows:
In a double loops
for j = 0, · · · ,M − 1
for i = 0, · · · , N − 1

1. Divide the option duration in N step which length is equal to h = T
N
.

2. Initialize two random variables X,Y of uniform law.

3. Generate the terms of X(j, i) and Y (j, i) for j = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1 and
i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 by the congruential generator.

4. Generate the variate V of centered normal law by the Box-Muller me-
thod.

5. Calculate the trajectory (St)(0≤t≤T ) of the stock-price at points ti by (10).

6. Calculate the average of trajectories and generate the cash-flows using
(9).

7. Calculate the confidence interval using (12)

8. Calculate the price by the formula (8)

After calculations carried out in this algorithm, we note that its complexity is
linear of order O(M ×N).
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3.2 Parallel Algorithm

The aim of parallel algorithms is to speed up the computation. To control
that, there are two parameters: the speed up defined as Sp =

Tseq

Tpar
where Tseq is

the sequential time execution (on one processor), Tpar is the parallel execution
time and p the number of processors; the efficiency defined as Ep =

Sp

p
which

represent the proportion of time to perform computational work and it’s ran-
ged from 0 to 1. In best case the speed up still linear in number of process
and the efficiency still constant and ranges between 0 and 1. The difficulty
in parallel algorithm is to obtain same results like sequential one, also when
increasing number of processors. A best choice of seed is helpful to stabilize
outcomes. By choosing local seeds in every processor, the results obtained are
different. So, After many tests, we conclude to generate all seeds in the pro-
cessor P0 and send to each processor Pk where k = 1, ..., p, M

p
terms which will

constitute the seeds of the local generator. From that, every processor will
generate M∗N

p
terms of local random numbers sub-sequence. To have equal

streams on different processors, we consider that p divide M (the number of
MC simulations), for the case where p do not divide M it is enough to read-
just data sharing on processors. From the local two random variables Xk and
Y k, each processor generates locally a N (0, 1) variate and calculates the local
trajectories (St)(0≤t≤T ).
At this step, in [17], processor P0 collects all trajectories from all other pro-
cessors and compute the price following (7) using Euler scheme. To reduce
communications, in the new parallel algorithm we calculate on each processor
the average of cash-flows and send only one parameter to processor P0. Then
we minimize the number of send-receive operations by a factor equal to M ∗N.
Therefore P0 have just to calculate the final price in a p loop, by adding the
quantities received to the result computed locally(in P0) and finally, multi-
plying the resultant by e−r(T−t). We note that correct confidence interval are
obtained only in case of one processor.
The parallel algorithm is in the following form:

1. Divide the option duration in N step which length is equal to h = T
N
.

2. The processor P0 generates M germs of two sequences X and Y by the
function rand and sends to each processor M

p
terms of each sequence.

3. Each processor Pk generates two sub-sequences of uniform law U(0, 1)
(the paralleling starts here).

4. Each processor Pk generate locally a variable of normal law by the "Box-
Muller" method.

5. Calculate the local trajectories of the stock-price using (10).
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6. Calculate the confidence interval using (12)

7. Calculate average of cash-flows using (9) and send it to P0.

8. P0 Collects the p average from all processors, and computes the price by
the formula (8).

One can remark, that the inter processors communications are limited to
step (2), P0 sends seeds to each processor, and step (7), each processor Pk, k =
1, ..., p send partial result calculated locally to P0 . In the parallelized part,
from second stage to the seven one, the number of operations carried out on the
various machines is about O(M×N

p
). Since the part not parallelisable remains

unchanged for both algorithms.

3.3 Numerical results

To compute the methods described in the previous section, we execute our
programs (sequential and parallel) on a network of PCs whose configuration is
in Table (2).

Table 2: PCs Network configuration
os mandriva powerpack spring 2010

linux kernel 2.6.33.5-desktop-2mnb
C compiler gcc-4.4.3-2mnb2
mpi version lam 7.1.5b1/mpi 2 c++/Romio-Indiana university

machine MASTER cpus intel(r) core(tm)2 duo cpu t5870 @ 2.00 GHZ
machine MASTER RAM 2064 MD DDR
network interface card Marvell Technology Group ltd.device 4357
raw network bandwidth 100 mb/s
machine SLAVE cpus intel dual-core 1.6 GHZ
machine SLAVE RAM 1024 MB DDR

Network interface card connection Intel Corporation|pro 100ve network connection
raw network bandwidth 100 mb/s

The LAM-MPI library allow to use each processor in machines with core(tm)2
duo cpu separately, one have just to declare in the LAM hosts file that
"cpu = 2" (see the LAM Mail archive at: "http://www.lam-mpi.org /Mai-
lArchives/ lam / 2006/ 05/ 12429.php"). So we can consider four processor
(two on each machine) in the network defined below.

In what follows the modified generator is denoted MAP and the generator
built in C language is denoted RAN. We test both generator for Euler scheme
(denoted EU) used in [17] and Trapezium scheme (6) (denoted TRA).
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Figure (1) represents the time execution, for both algorithms (parallel and
sequential) considered on p = 1, 2, 3, 4 processors, according to MC loop value.
Computation is turned on MAP generator and the TRA scheme. The time
step N is fixed at 100.

Figure 1: Execution time
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As shown in Figure (1), the execution time is proportional to the number
of processor considered. What justifies very well the parallelization of the
algorithm. We note that more the number of processors is large, execution
becomes fast.

Table (3) gives execution time for different value of MC loop. The rows
Sup represent the speed up (Tseq

Tp
with p = 1, 2, 3, 4), where the rows Ep give

the efficiency (Sup

p
) of the algorithm in connection with number of processors.

Time is calculated in seconds.
It is noticed that the parameter Ep is better for p = 2 than for p = 3, 4 ;

what is explained by the nonhomogeneous architecture of machines considered.
In case of two processor, we always remain on machine 1 (MASTER), therefore
the communications use less time and less memory, on the other hand while
passing to three or four processors the access to different processors becomes
slower using more memory. Nevertheless, one can conclude a considerable
time-saving in spite this factor.

To assess efficiency of the algorithm cited below, we turn on many compa-
rison with existing results in literature. In spite of the quality of network built
up (not homogenous machines, limited number of processor), the agreement,
as can be seen is tremendous. For all examples cited, we obtain accuracies of
few percent. When it provided in original papers, we give moreover comparison
in time execution in seconds.

In the firs simulation (Table (4)), we present results obtained using MAP
and RAN for different value of MC loop (time step is fixed to N = 100).
We test both generator with EU scheme and TRA scheme (6). We take the
examples cited in [2] where Real price = 7,04, [18] where Real price = 7,30
and [7] where Real price = 2,48.
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Table 3: Time execution, Speed up and Efficiency for the parallel
algorithm

MC loop p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4
M = 102 Time execution 0,012 0,007 0,004 0,004

Sup 1,000 1,714 3,000 3,000
Ep 1,000 0,857 1,000 0,750

M = 5× 102 Time execution 0,030 0,019 0,021 0,018
Sup 1,000 1,579 1,429 1,667
Ep 1,000 0,789 0,476 0,417

M = 103 Time execution 0,059 0,037 0,034 0,032
Sup 1,000 1,595 1,735 1,844
Ep 1,000 0,797 0,578 0,461

M = 5× 103 Time execution 0,284 0,175 0,158 0,146
Sup 1,000 1,623 1,797 1,945
Ep 1,000 0,811 0,599 0,486

M = 104 Time execution 0,567 0,352 0,316 0,278
Sup 1,000 1,611 1,794 2,040
Ep 1,000 0,805 0,598 0,510

M = 5× 104 Time execution 2,805 1,706 1,520 1,357
Sup 1,000 1,644 1,845 2,067
Ep 1,000 0,822 0,615 0,517

M = 105 Time execution 5,558 3,528 3,077 2,662
Sup 1,000 1,575 1,806 2,088
Ep 1,000 0,788 0,602 0,522

M = 5× 105 Time execution 28,437 17,663 15,513 13,348
Sup 1,000 1,610 1,833 2,130
Ep 1,000 0,805 0,611 0,533

Table 4: Results obtained for three asian call using classical generator
and modified one for both Euler and Trapezium schemes for N = 100

σ S_0 K R 102 5× 102 103 5× 103 104

EU RAN 0,3 100 100 0,02 7,2608 7,2364 7,8843 8,3547 8,6671
TRA RAN 0,3 100 100 0,02 7,2524 7,2445 7,8893 8,361 8,6732
EU MAP 0,3 100 100 0,02 7,2852 7,5996 7,5601 7,1533 7,3311
TRA MAP 0,3 100 100 0,02 7,2762 7,5951 7,5581 7,1495 7,3269
EU RAN 0,2 100 100 0,1 7,1009 7,2121 7,6677 7,9321 8,1693

TRA RAN 0,2 100 100 0,1 7,1219 7,2479 7,7025 7,9679 8,2015
EU MAP 0,2 100 100 0,1 7,1287 7,2708 7,116 6,8803 7,024

TRA MAP 0,2 100 100 0,1 7,1456 7,2928 7,1435 6,9066 7,0513
EU RAN 0,2 80 85 0,05 2,2784 2,3189 2,5767 2,7985 2,9318

TRA RAN 0,2 80 85 0,05 2,2761 2,3274 2,5841 2,8071 2,9405
EU MAP 0,2 80 85 0,05 2,3751 2,5203 2,5755 2,3862 2,4541

TRA MAP 0,2 80 85 0,05 2,3791 2,5228 2,5789 2,3896 2,4571

As one can see, starting from a Monte Carlo loop equal to 1000 (itera-
tion equal to N ∗ M = 100000), RAN gives spurious results compared to
the reference prices for both schemes. Whereas generator MAP gives good
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convergence (difference in order of about 10−2) for both schemes with better
results with the TRA one. So in following simulations we will use the TRA
scheme with MAP generator.

Table (5) gives a comparison for results obtained using our algorithm and
those obtained using the PDE method published in [12] . We turn TRA
scheme using the MAP generator. MC loop is fixed to M = 10000 and time
step to N = 100. The time execution considered is calculated using p = 4
processors. In [12], for the three methods (PDE1,PDE2 and PDE3) used, the
parameter considered in the NAG routine is the spacing of the points in the
grid. The parameters are equal to 0, 025 for PDE1, 0, 01 for PDE2 and 0, 005
for PDE3 see [12]:

Table 5: Comparison [12] method
σ S0 Strike R PDE1 PDE2 PDE3 MC TRA

0,05 100 95 0,05 6,147 6,826 7,157 7,149
Time (2,07) (7,95) (29,4) (2,662)
0,05 100 100 0,05 3,009 2,577 2,621 2,688
Time (2,07) (7,95) (29,4) (2,662)
0,05 100 105 0,05 1,289 0,641 0,439 0,342
Time (2,07) (7,95) (29,4) (2,662)
0,05 100 95 0,15 10,026 11,223 11,09 11,05
Time (2,47) (9,28) (45) (2,662)
0,05 100 100 0,15 5,829 6,447 6,777 6,763
Time (2,47) (9,28) (45) (2,662)
0,05 100 105 0,15 2,99 2,582 2,639 2,718
Time (2,47) (9,28) (45) (2,662)

In [12] the PDE3 gives the best results. As can be seen, scheme TRA gives
results better than PDE1 and PDE2 in [12], with a very close convergence
to PDE3 which is most precise in [12]. It is also noted that our algorithm,
requires little time in seconds compared with that of the PDE3.

Table (6) gives comparison to results in [12] and [6] with typical values of
the parameters with T = 1, S0 = 100 and r = 0, 09. MC loop is again fixed to
M = 10000, and time step to N = 100 :

As shown for all values, we obtain a good convergence to the reference
price in [6], difference in order of 10−2. Results obtained using our algorithm
lies between Lower bound and Upper bound published in [12].

Table (7) gives a comparison to results obtained in [2] and [18] and confi-
dence intervals associated, for two asian calls :

it is noted that with a Monte Carlo loop reduced to 10000 we obtain results
of quality comparable with those obtained in [2] and [18], where the MC loop
in both papers is 100000, confidence intervals are too tiny.
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Table 6: Comparison result with [12]
σ STRIKE Upper bound MC LEVY MC TRA Lower bound

0,10 95,00 8,95 8,91 8,90 8,91
0,10 100,00 5,10 4,91 4,91 4,92
0,10 105,00 2,34 2,06 2,07 2,07
0,30 90,00 15,23 14,96 15,00 14,98
0,30 100,00 9,39 8,81 8,84 8,83
0,30 110,00 5,37 4,68 4,71 4,7
0,50 90,00 18,52 18,14 18,25 18,18
0,50 100,00 13,69 12,98 13,08 13,02
0,50 110,00 9,97 9,10 9,17 9,18

Table 7: Confidence Intervals compared to [2] and [18]
N [2] M=100000 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL TRA M=10000 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL

10 6,997 [6,944;7,050] 6,458 [6,457;6,459]
50 7,034 [6,981;7,087] 6,995 [6,994;6,997]
100 7,037 [6,984;7,090] 7,051 [7,049;7,052]

[18] M=100000 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL TRA M=10000 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL

10 7,2143 [7,140;7,288] 6,309 [6,307;6,311]
50 7,2834 [7,209;7,357] 7,219 [7,216;7,221]
100 7,2999 [7,225;7,374] 7,326 [7,324;7,329]

4 Conclusion

We conclude that, execution time for the parallel algorithm is better than the
sequential one for each number of processor considered. If we compare their
time execution (Figure (1)), the data sharing on processors is faster than the
same work on single processor (the parallel time execution, in case of four
processors, is less than half of single processor time execution). The price
calculated of both algorithms is the same in all examples, which is necessary
for such algorithms. In Table (4) prices approximation obtained are so good,
but we note that increasing MC loop (M higher than 106) produce divergent
results. That is the limit of MC. In a future work we will think about the
use of the Quasi MC (QMC ) method, using Sobol sequences or Faure one, in
parallel environments. This method offers a uniform distribution of random
numbers generated.
Another way to control MC method convergence is the variance reduction[1]
(antithetic variable, control variate, importance and stratified sampling), es-
pecially the case of option on stocks with stochastic volatility. In [2], [18] and
[14], authors give better results with this technique than standard MC. Using
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importance sampling and stratification in [14] for pricing barrier options, and
control variate in [18] and [2] for pricing Asian ones. Apply this technique in
parallel case can give more better results in pricing Asian options and faster
executions.
The major advantage of MC approach (than other approach : PDE, binomial
Trees) is it’s flexibility and adaptability with problems in higher dimension.
Using parallel computing in this case can reduce significantly the price com-
puting time. In next work we think to adapt our algorithm to this case. Since
the choice of random numbers generator must be the best. There exist many
Parallel generators [11], we try to apply one of them to our approach. Finally,
to mitigate the disadvantage of hardware, we project to build a more powerful
parallel machine with a better homogeneity.
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